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ABSTRACT
Annotating Internet interconnections with robust phys-
ical coordinates at the level of a building facilitates net-
work management including interdomain troubleshoot-
ing, but also has practical value for helping to locate
points of attacks, congestion, or instability on the In-
ternet. But, like most other aspects of Internet inter-
connection, its geophysical locus is generally not pub-
lic; the facility used for a given link must be inferred to
construct a macroscopic map of peering. We develop a
methodology, called constrained facility search, to infer
the physical interconnection facility where an intercon-
nection occurs among all possible candidates. We rely
on publicly available data about the presence of net-
works at different facilities, and execute traceroute mea-
surements from more than 8,500 available measurement
servers scattered around the world to identify the tech-
nical approach used to establish an interconnection. A
key insight of our method is that inference of the tech-
nical approach for an interconnection sufficiently con-
strains the number of candidate facilities such that it
is often possible to identify the specific facility where
a given interconnection occurs. Validation via private
communication with operators confirms the accuracy
of our method, which outperforms heuristics based on
naming schemes and IP geolocation. Our study also re-
veals the multiple roles that routers play at interconnec-
tion facilities; in many cases the same router implements
both private interconnections and public peerings, in
some cases via multiple Internet exchange points. Our
study also sheds light on peering engineering strategies
used by different types of networks around the globe.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring and modeling the Internet topology at the
logical layer of network interconnection, i. e., autonomous
systems (AS) peering, has been an active area for nearly
two decades. While AS-level mapping has been an im-
portant step to understanding the uncoordinated forma-
tion and resulting structure of the Internet, it abstracts
a much richer Internet connectivity map. For example,
two networks may interconnect at multiple physical lo-
cations around the globe, or even at multiple locations
in the same city [55, 49].
There is currently no comprehensive mapping of in-
terconnections to physical locations where they occur [61].
There are good reasons for the dearth of this informa-
tion: evolving complexity and scale of networking in-
frastructure, information hiding properties of the rout-
ing system (BGP), security and commercial sensitivi-
ties, and lack of incentives to gather or share data. But
this opacity of the Internet infrastructure hinders re-
search and development efforts as well as network man-
agement. For example, annotating peering interconnec-
tions with robust physical coordinates at the level of a
building facilitates network troubleshooting and diag-
nosing attacks [43] and congestion [46]. Knowledge of
geophysical locations of interconnections also enables
assessment of the resilience of interconnections in the
event of natural disasters [53, 20], facility or router out-
ages [6], peering disputes [46], and denial of service at-
tacks [22, 60]. This information can also elucidate the
role of emerging entities, e. g., colocation facilities, car-
rier hotels, and Internet exchange points (IXP), that
enable today’s richly interconnected ecosystem [44, 7,
18, 19, 15]. It also increases traffic flow transparency,
e. g., to identify unwanted transit paths through specific
countries, and inform peering decisions in a competitive
interconnection market.
In this paper we describe a measurement and infer-
ence methodology to map a given interconnection to
a physical facility. We first create and update a de-
tailed map of interconnection facilities and the networks
present at them. This map requires manual assembly,
but fortunately the information is increasingly publicly
available in recent years, partly due to the fact that
many networks require it be available in order to es-
tablish peering [4], and many IXPs publish information
about which networks are present at which of their fa-
cilities in order to attract participating networks [18].
Interconnection facilities also increasingly make the list
of participant members available in their website or in
PeeringDB [45]. While it is a substantial investment of
time to keep such a list current, we find it is feasible.
However, a well-maintained mapping of networks to
facilities does not guarantee the ability to accurately
map all interconnections involving two ASes to specific
physical facilities, since many networks peer at mul-
tiple locations even within a city. Mapping a single
interconnection to a facility is a search problem with
a potentially large solution space; however, additional
constraints can narrow the search. The contributions of
this work are as follows:
• We introduce and apply a measurement method-
ology, called constrained facility search, which in-
fers the physical facilities where two ASes intercon-
nect from among all (sometimes dozens of) possi-
ble candidates, and also infers the interconnection
method, e.g. public peering at an IXP, private
peering via cross-connect, point-to-point connec-
tion tunnelled over an IXP, or remote peering.
• We validate the accuracy of our methodology using
direct feedback, BGP communities, DNS records,
and IXP websites and find our algorithm achieves
at least 90% accuracy for each type of interconnec-
tion and outperforms heuristics based on naming
schemes and IP geolocation.
• We demonstrate our methodology using case stud-
ies of a diverse set of interconnections involving
content providers (Google, Akamai, Yahoo, Lime-
light, and Cloudflare) as well as transit providers
(Level3, Cogent, Deutsche Telekom, Telia, and NTT).
Our study reveals the multiple roles that routers
play at interconnection facilities; frequently the
same router implements both public and private
peering in some cases via multiple facilities.
2. BACKGROUNDANDTERMINOLOGY
Interconnection is a collection of business practices
and technical mechanisms that allows individually man-
aged networks (ASes) to exchange traffic [11]. The
two primary forms of interconnection are transit, when
one AS sells another ISP access to the global Internet,
and peering, when two ISPs interconnect to exchange
customer traffic, although complicated relationships ex-
ist [28, 31]. Whether and how to interconnect requires
careful consideration, and depends on traffic volume ex-
changed between the networks, their customer demo-
graphics, peering and security policies, and the cost to
maintain the interconnection [50].
Interconnection Facility. An interconnection fa-
cility is a physical location (a building or part of one)
that supports interconnection of networks. These facil-
ities lease customers secure space to locate and operate
network equipment. They also provide power, cooling,
fire protection, dedicated cabling to support different
types of network connection, and in many cases admin-
istrative support. Large companies such as Equinix [27],
Telehouse [59], and Interxion [36] operate such facilities
around the globe. Smaller companies operate intercon-
nection facilities in a geographic region or a city. Most
interconnection facilities are carrier-neutral, although
some are operated by carriers, e. g., Level3. In large
communication hubs, such as in large cities, an intercon-
nection facility operator may operate multiple facilities
in the same city, and connect them, so that networks
participating at one facility can access networks at an-
other facility in the same city.
Internet Exchange Point. An Internet Exchange
Point (IXP) is a physical infrastructure composed of
layer-2 Ethernet switches where participating networks
can interconnect their routers using the switch fabric.
At every IXP there is one or more (for redundancy)
high-end switches called core switches (the center switch
in Figure 1). IXPs partner with interconnection facili-
ties in the city they operate and install access switches
there (switches at facilities 1 and 2 in Figure 1). These
switches connect via high bandwidth connections to the
core switches. In order to scale, some IXPs connect mul-
tiple access switches to back-haul switches. The back-
haul switch then connects to the core switch. All IXP
members connected to the same access switch or back-
haul switch exchange traffic locally if they peer; the
rest exchange traffic via the core switch. Thus, routers
owned by members of IXPs may be located at different
facilities associated with the same IXP [18].
Popular peering engineering options today are:
Private Peering with Cross-connect. A cross-
connect is a piece of circuit-switched network equipment
that physically connects the interfaces of two networks
at the interconnection facility. It can be either copper
or fiber with data speeds up to tens of Gbps. Cross-
connects can be established between members that host
their network equipment in different facilities of the
same interconnection facility operator, if these facilities
are interconnected. The downside of a cross-connect is
operational overhead: it is largely a manual process to
establish, update, or replace one.
Some large facilities have thousands of cross-connects,
e. g., Equinix reported 161.7K cross-connects across all
its colocation facilities, with more than half in the Amer-
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Figure 1: Interconnection facilities host routers of many different networks and partner with IXPs to support different
types of interconnection, including cross-connects (private peering with dedicated medium), public peering (peering
established over shared switching fabric), tethering (private peering using VLAN on shared switching fabric), and
remote peering (transport to IXP provided by reseller).
icas (Q2 2015) [3]. Cross-connects are installed by the
interconnection facilities but members of IXPs can or-
der cross-connects via the IXP for partnered intercon-
nection facilities, in some cases with a discount. For ex-
ample DE-CIX in Frankfurt has facilitated more than
900 cross-connects as of February 2015 [2].
Public Peering. Public peering, also referred to
as public interconnect, is the establishment of peering
connections between two members of an IXP via the
IXP’s switch fabric. IXPs are allocated IP prefix(es)
and often an AS number by a Regional Internet Reg-
istry. The IXP assigns an IP from this range to the
IXP-facing router interfaces of its IXP members to en-
able peering over its switch fabric [10]. One way to es-
tablish connectivity between two ASes is to establish a
direct BGP session between two of their respective bor-
der routers. Thus, if two IXP member ASes wanted to
exchange traffic via the IXP’s switching fabric, they es-
tablish a bi-lateral BGP peering session at the IXP. An
increasing number of IXPs offer their members the use
of route server to establish multi-lateral peering to sim-
plify public peering [32, 54]. With multi-lateral peering
an IXP member establishes a single BGP session to the
IXP’s route server and receives routes from other partic-
ipants using the route server. The advantage of public
peering is that by leasing one IXP port it is possible to
exchange traffic with potentially a large fraction of the
IXP members [57].
Private Interconnects over IXP. An increasing
number of IXPs offer private interconnects over their
public switch fabric. This type of private peering is also
called tethering or IXP metro VLAN. With tethering, a
point-to-point virtual private line is established via the
already leased port to reach other members of the IXP
via a virtual local area network (VLAN), e. g., IEEE
802.1Q. Typically there is a setup cost. In some cases
this type of private interconnect enables members of an
IXP to privately reach networks located in other facili-
ties where those members are not present, e. g., transit
providers or customers, or to privately connect their in-
frastructure across many facilities.
Remote Peering. Primarily larger IXPs, but also
some smaller ones, have agreements with partners, e. g.,
transport networks, to allow remote peering [14]. In
this case, the router of the remote peer can be located
anywhere in the world and connects to the IXP via an
Ethernet-over-MPLS connection. An advantage of re-
mote peering is that it does not require maintaining
network equipment at the remote interconnection fa-
cilities. Approximately 20% (and growing) of AMS-IX
participants were connected this way [18] in 2013. Re-
mote peering is also possible between a remote router
at the PoP of an ISP and a router present at an inter-
connection facility.
3. DATASETS AND MEASUREMENTS
To infer details of a given interconnection, we need
information about the prefixes of the two networks and
physical facilities where they are present. This section
describes the publicly available data that we collected
and analyzed for this study, and the publicly available
measurement servers (vantage points) we utilized.
3.1 Data Sources
3.1.1 Facility Information
For a given network we developed (and continue to
maintain to keep current) a list of the interconnection
facilities where it is present. Despite the fact that facili-
ties for commercial usage must be known to the network
operators to facilitate the establishment of new peering
links and to attract new customers, and in some cases it
is required to be public (e. g., for facilities that partner
with IXPs in Europe), the information is not available
in one form.
We started by compiling an AS-to-facilities mapping
using the list of interconnection facilities and associ-
ated networks (ASNs) available in PeeringDB [45]. Al-






































Figure 2: Number of interconnection facilities for 152
ASes extracted from their official website, and the as-
sociated fraction of facilities that appear in PeeringDB.
though this list is maintained on a volunteer basis (op-
erators contribute information for their own networks),
and may not be regularly updated for some networks,
it is the most widely used source of peering information
among operators, and it allows us to bootstrap our al-
gorithms. Due to its manual compilation process, there
are cases where different naming schemes are used for
the same city or country. To remove such discrepancies,
we convert country and city names to standard ISO and
UN names. If the distance between two cities is less
than 5 miles, we map them to the same metropolitan
area. We calculate the distance by translating the post-
codes of the facilities to geographical coordinates. For
example, we group Jersey City and New York City into
the NYC metropolitan area.
To augment the list of collected facilities, we extracted
colocation information from web pages of Network Op-
erating Centers (NOCs), where AS operators often doc-
ument their peering interconnection facilities. Extract-
ing information from these individual websites is a te-
dious process, so we did so only for the subset of net-
works that we encountered in our traceroutes and for a
network’s PeeringDB data did not seem to reflect the
geographic scope reported on the network’s own web
site. For example, we investigated cases where a NOC
web site identified a given AS as global but PeeringDB
listed facilities for that AS only in a single country.
Figure 2 summarizes the additional information ob-
tained from NOC websites. The gray bars show the
fraction of facilities found in PeeringDB. We checked
152 ASes with PeeringDB records, and found that Peer-
ingDB misses 1,424 AS-to-facility links for 61 ASes; for
4 of these ASes PeeringDB did not list any facility.
Interestingly, the ASes with missing PeeringDB infor-
mation provided detailed data on their NOC websites,



































































































































































Figure 3: Metropolitan areas with at least 10 intercon-
nection facilities.
We use various publicly available sources to get an
up-to-date list of IXPs, their prefixes, and associated
interconnection facilities. This information is largely
available from IXP websites. We also use lists from
PeeringDB and Packet Clearing House (PCH). Useful
lists are provided by regional consortia of IXPs such
as Euro-IX (also lists IXPs in North America), Af-IX,
LAC-IX, and APIX that maintain databases for the af-
filiated IXPs and their members. Some IXPs may be
inactive; PCH regularly updates their list and annotates
inactive IXPs. To further filter out inactive IXPs, for
our study, we consider only IXPs that (i) we were able
to confirm the IXP IP address blocks from at least three
of these data sources, and (ii) we could associate at least
one active member from at least two of the above data
sources. We ended up with 368 IXPs in 263 cities in
87 countries. IXPs belonging to the same operators in
different cities may be different entries, e. g., DE-CIX
Frankfurt and DE-CIX Munich.
We then create a list of IXPs where a network is
a member, and annotate which facilities partner with
these exchange points. For private facilities, we use
PeeringDB data augmented with information available
at the IXP websites and databases of the IXP consortia.
We again encountered cases where missing IXP informa-
tion from PeeringDB was found on IXP websites. For
example, the PeeringDB record of the JPNAP Tokyo
I exchange does not list any partner colocation facil-
ities, while the JPNAP website lists two facilities [5].
Overall, we extracted additional data from IXP web-
sites for 20 IXPs that we encountered in traces but for
which PeeringDB did not list any interconnection fa-
cilities. PeeringDB was not missing the records of the
facilities, only their association with the IXPs.
By combining all the information we collected for fa-
cilities, we compiled a list of 1,694 facilities in 95 coun-
tries and 684 cities for April 2015. The regional dis-
tribution of the facilities is as follows: 503 in North
America, 860 in Europe, 143 in Asia, 84 in Oceania, 73
in South America, and 31 in Africa. Notice that these
facilities can be operated by colocation operators or by
carriers. Figure 3 shows the cities with at least 10 colo-
cation facilities. It is evident that for large metropoli-
tan areas the problem of pinpointing a router’s PoP at
the granularity of interconnection facility is consider-
ably more challenging than determining PoP locations
at a city-level granularity.
On average a metropolitan area has about 3 times
more interconnection facilities than IXPs. This hap-
pens because the infrastructure of IXPs is often dis-
tributed among several facilities in a city, or even across
neighboring cities, for purposes of redundancy and ex-
panded geographical coverage. For example, the topol-
ogy of DE-CIX in Frankfurt spans 18 interconnection
facilities. ASes tend to connect to more interconnec-
tion facilities than IXPs, with 54% of the ASes in our
dataset connected to more than one IXPs and 66% of
the ASes connected at more than one interconnection
facilities. This may be intuitive since connectivity to an
IXP requires presence at least one interconnection facil-
ity that partners with the IXP. However, we observe the
opposite behavior for a relatively small number of ASes
that use fewer than 10 interconnection facilities. This
behavior is consistent with two aspects of the peering
ecosystem: (i) an interconnection facility may partner
with multiple IXPs, so presence at one facility could al-
low connectivity to multiple IXPs, and (ii) remote peer-
ing allows connectivity to an IXP through an IXP port
reseller, in which case presence at an IXP does not nec-
essarily require physical presence at one of its partner
facilities. For instance, about 20% of all AMS-IX par-
ticipants connect remotely [18].
3.2 Vantage Points and Measurements
To perform targeted traceroute campaigns we used
publicly available traceroute servers, RIPE Atlas, and
looking glasses. We augmented our study with existing
daily measurements, from iPlane and CAIDA’s Archi-
pelago infrastructures, that in some cases had already
traversed interconnections we considered. Table 1 sum-
marizes characteristics of our vantage points.
RIPE Atlas. RIPE Atlas is an open distributed
Internet measurement platform that relies on measure-
ment devices connected directly to home routers, and
a smaller set of powerful measurement collectors (an-
chors) used for heavy measurements and synchroniza-
tion of the distributed measurement infrastructure. The
end-host devices can be scheduled to perform tracer-
oute, ping, and DNS resolution on the host. We em-
ployed ICMP Paris (supported by RIPE Atlas) tracer-
oute to mitigate traceroute artifacts caused by load bal-
ancing [9]. We also used existing public measurements
gathered previously by RIPE Atlas nodes (e. g., periodic
traceroute queries to Google from all Atlas nodes).
Looking Glasses. A looking glass provides a web-
based or telnet interface to a router and allows the
execution of non-privileged debugging commands. In
RIPE LGs iPlane Ark Total
Atlas unique
Vantage Pts. 6385 1877 147 107 8517
ASNs 2410 438 117 71 2638
Countries 160 79 35 41 170
Table 1: Characteristics of the four traceroute measure-
ment platforms we utilized.
many cases a looking glass provides access to routers in
different cities, as well multiple sites at the same city.
Many looking glasses are also colocated with IXPs. Of-
ten looking glass operators enforce probing limitations
through mandatory timeouts or by blocking users who
exceed the operator-supported probing rate. Therefore,
looking glasses are appropriate only for targeted queries
and not for scanning a large range of addresses. To con-
form to the probing rate limits, we used a timeout of 60
seconds between each query to the same looking glass.
We extracted publicly available and traceroute-capable
looking glasses from PeeringDB, traceroute.org [39], and
previous studies [41]. After filtering out inactive or oth-
erwise unavailable looking glasses, we ended up with
1877 looking glasses in 438 ASes and 472 cities includ-
ing many in members of IXPs and 21 offered by IXPs.
An increasing number of networks run public looking
glass servers capable of issuing BGP queries [32], e. g.,
“show ip bgp summary”, “prefix info”, “neighbor info”.
We identified 168 that support such queries and we used
them to augment our measurements. These types of
looking glasses allow us to list the BGP sessions estab-
lished with the router running the looking glass, and
indicate the ASN and IP address of the peering router,
as well as showing metainformation about the intercon-
nection, e. g., via BGP communities [31].
iPlane. The iPlane project [47] performs daily IPv4
traceroute campaigns from around 300 PlanetLab nodes.
iPlane employs Paris traceroute to target other Plan-
etLab nodes and a random fraction of the advertised
address space. We used two daily archives of traceroute
measurements, collected a week apart, from all the ac-
tive nodes at the time of our measurements.
CAIDA Archipelago (Ark). CAIDA maintains
Ark, a globally distributed measurement platform with
107 nodes deployed in 92 cities (as of May 2015 when
we gathered the data). These monitors are divided into
three teams, each of which performs Paris traceroutes
to a randomly selected IP address in every announced
/24 network in the advertised address space in about
2-3 days. We analyzed one dataset collected when we
performed the traceroute campaigns with RIPE Atlas
and the looking glasses.
Targeted traceroutes. It takes about 5 minutes
for a full traceroute campaign using more than 95% of
all active RIPE Atlas nodes for one target. The time
required by each looking glass to complete a traceroute
measurement to a single target depends on the number
of locations provided by each looking glass. The largest
looking glass in our list has 120 locations. Since we wait
60 seconds between queries, the maximum completion
time is about 180 minutes, assuming that a traceroute
takes about 30 seconds to complete.
4. METHODOLOGY
Next we describe the technique we designed and im-
plemented to infer the location of an interconnection.
Figure 4 depicts the overall methodology and datasets
used at each step of the inference process.
4.1 Preparation of traceroute data
Interconnections occur at the network layer when two
networks agree to peer and exchange traffic. To cap-
ture these interconnections, we performed a campaign
of traceroute measurements from RIPE Atlas and look-
ing glass vantage points, targeting a set of various net-
works that include major content providers and Tier-1
networks (see section 5). The collected traceroute data
is augmented with archived traceroute measurements
performed by iPlane and CAIDA Ark, and when rele-
vant from RIPE Atlas archived measurements (Table 1).
We first mapped each IP router interface to an ASN
using Team Cymru’s IP-to-ASN service [21], which uti-
lizes multiple BGP sources to construct this mapping.
Mapping IP addresses to ASNs based on longest prefix
matching is prone to errors caused by IP address sharing
between siblings or neighboring ASes [63]. Such errors
can reduce the accuracy of our methodology since they
can lead to inference of incorrect candidate facilities for
an IP interface. To reduce common errors, we detect po-
tentially erroneous IP to ASN mappings by performing
alias resolution to group IP interfaces into routers. We
resolved 25,756 peering interfaces and found 2,895 alias
sets containing 10,952 addresses, and 240 alias sets that
included 1,138 interfaces with conflicting IP to ASN
mapping. We map alias sets with conflicting IP inter-
faces to the ASN to which the majority of interfaces are
mapped, as proposed in [16].
We used the MIDAR alias resolution system [40] to
infer which aliases belong to the same router. MI-
DAR uses the monotonic bounds test on a sequence of
collected IP-ID values to infer which IP addresses are
aliases, and has been shown to produce very few false
positives. However, some routers were unresponsive to
alias resolution probes (e. g., Google) or sent constant
or random IP-ID values, so false negatives are possi-
ble. Alias resolution helped us improve the accuracy of
our IP-to-ASN mappings, but more importantly it pro-
vided additional constraints for mapping interfaces to
facilities.
4.2 Constrained Facility Search
At the end of the previous step we obtained three
representations of the routing paths between the van-
tage points and our targets: the IP-level paths as well
as the corresponding router-level and AS-level abstrac-





























Figure 4: Overview of our interconnection-to-facility
mapping process. Using a large set of traceroutes to-
ward the target ASes, we first resolve IP addresses to
routers [40], and map IP addresses to ASes [21]. We feed
this data, along with a constructed list of interconnec-
tion facilities for each AS and IXP, to our Constrained
Facility Search (CFS) algorithm. The CFS algorithm
iteratively constrains the possible interconnection facil-
ities for inferred peerings, using targeted traceroutes as
necessary to narrow the possible facilities for a router
until it converges.
ping of ASes and IXPs to facilities that we constructed
in section 3.1.1. We use the combined data to infer the
location of the targeted peering interconnections as fol-
lows. We progressively constrain the possible facilities
where an IP interface is located, through a process of
triangulation similar to those used in RTT-based ge-
olocation [33, 37], but instead of delay data we rely on
facility information data. Figure 4 provides an overview
of the Constrained Facility Search (CFS) algorithm. We
use the notation in table 2 to describe this algorithm.
Step 1: Identifying public and private peering
interconnections. Consider the case where we want
to infer the facilities where peers of AS B interconnect.
We start by searching recently collected traceroute data
for peering interconnections involving B. If we find such
an interconnection, we then identify the peering inter-
face of the neighbor AS involved in the interconnection
and whether the peering is public or private, using the
following technique.
If we observed a sequence of IP hops (IPA, IPe, IPB),
in a traceroute path, we check if interface IPe belongs
to the address space of an IXP that is used for public
peering, assembled as explained in section 3.1.2. If IPe
Notation Meaning
IP ix
The ith IP interface that is
mapped to ASN x.
(IPx, IPy, IPz)
Sequence of IP hops in a
traceroute path.
{FA} The set of interconnection facilitieswhere ASN A is present.
IPx → {f1, f2} The IP interface IPx is mapped toeither facility f1 or facility f2
Table 2: Notation used in Constrained Facility Search.
belongs to IXP address space, we infer that the peer-
ing link (A,B) is public and is established over the IXP
that owns IPe [10]. If IPe is an unresolved (no map-
ping to AS) or an unresponsive interface, we discard the
path. If we observed a sequence of IP hops (IPA, IPB),
then we infer that the peering interconnection (A,B) is
private, since there is no intermediate network between
AS A and AS B. This peering interconnection can be
either cross-connect, tethering, or remote.
Step 2: Initial facility search. After we deter-
mine the public and private peering interconnections,
we calculate the possible locations where each intercon-
nection could be established. This step allows us to
create an initial set of candidate locations for each peer-
ing interface, and helps us to distinguish cross-connects
from remote peering and tethering. For a public peer-
ing (IPA, IPIXP , IPB) we compare the set of facilities
{FA} where AS A has presence with the IXP’s set of
interconnection facilities {FE}. Note that we can com-
pare the facilities between AS A and IXP, but not the
facilities between IXP and AS B, because typically the
traceroute response returns from the ingress interface
and therefore the interface of AS B at the IXP is not
visible in the traceroute paths. From this comparison
we have three possible outcomes regarding the resolu-
tion of an IP interface to facility:
1. Resolved interface: If AS A has only one common
facility with the IXP, we infer that AS A is not
remotely interconnected to the IXP, and that its
interface IPA is located in the common facility.
2. Unresolved local interface: If AS A has multiple
common facilities with the IXP, then we infer that
AS A is not remotely interconnected to the IXP,
and that its interface IPA is located in one of the
common facilities, i. e., IPA → {{FA} ∩ {FE}}.
3. If AS A has no common facility with the IXP, then
we have two possibilities: (a) Unresolved remote
interface: AS A is remotely connected to the IXP
through a remote peering reseller. For these inter-
faces the set of possible facilities includes all fa-
cilities where AS A is present, i. e., IPA → {FA}.
(b) Missing data: We have incomplete facility data
about AS A or about the IXP that prevents infer-
ence of the location of the interconnection.
We used the methodology developed in [14] to infer
remote peering. We used multiple measurements taken
at different times of the day to avoid temporarily ele-
vated RTT values due to congestion.
We performed a similar process for private peering in-
terconnections (IPA, IPB), but this time we calculated
the common facilities between private peers AS A and
AS B. Again, there are three possible outcomes: (1) a
single common facility in which we infer IPA to be lo-
cated, (2) multiple common facilities where IPA may be
located, or (3) no common facilities, meaning that the
interconnection is remote private peering or tethering,
or we have missing data.
Step 3: Constraining facilities through alias
resolution. Identifying the facility of an interface means
that all aliases of that interface should be located in
the same facility. This observation allows us to further
constrain the set of candidate facilities for unresolved
interfaces in the previous step (unresolved local or re-
mote). Even if none of a router’s aliases were resolved
in the previous step to a single router, it is possible that
by cross-checking the candidate facilities of the aliases
we will converge to a single facility for all of the aliases.
For example, consider two unresolved interfaces IP 1A
and IP 2A, with IP
1
A → {f1, f2} and IP 2A → {f2, f3}.
Since IP 1A and IP
2
A are aliases, it means that they can
only be located at the common facilities, hence we infer
that both aliases are located in facility f2.
Step 4: Narrowing set of facilities through
follow-up targeted traceroutes. For the remain-
ing unresolved interfaces, we need to perform additional
traceroute measurements in order to further constrain
the set of possible facilities [12]. For an unresolved in-
terface, our goal is to find different peering connections
involving the interface so that we obtain sufficient con-
straints to infer a facility. We carefully selected targets
of these follow-up traceroutes to increase the likelihood
of finding additional constraints. Selection of targets
depends on the type of unresolved interface, and the
already inferred possible facilities, both of which we de-
termined in Step 2.
For an unresolved local peering interface IP xA we need
to target other ASes whose facilities overlap with at
least one candidate facility of IP xA. However, it is im-
portant that the candidate facilities of IP xA are a su-
perset of the target’s facilities. Otherwise, comparison
of the common facilities between A and the target will
not further constrain the already inferred facilities for
IP xA. We select as follow-up traceroute targets IP ad-
dresses in ASes with {Ftarget} ⊂ {FA}, and we launch
follow-up traceroutes starting from the target with the
smallest facility overlap. The resulting traceroute will
contribute constraints only if it does not cross the same
IXP against which we compared the facilities of A in
Step 1. Therefore, we need to find paths that cross
private peering interconnections or previously unseen
IXPs, which means that we prioritize targets that are
not colocated in the already queried IXP.
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Figure 5: Toy example of how we use Constrained Fa-
cility Search (CFS) method to infer the facility of a
router by probing the interconnection between peers
with known lists of colocation facilities (described in
detail at end of Section 4.2).
An unresolved remote interface IP yA occurs when Step
1 does not provide any constraints, meaning that the
possible facilities for IP yA are the entire set of facilities
where A is present. In this case, we intend the targeted
traceroutes to find local peering interconnections (pub-
lic or private) that involve the router of IP yA. Again, we
begin the measurements from the ASes with the small-
est possible non-empty overlap of facilities.
After we launch the additional targeted traceroute
measurements, we repeat Steps 2 to 4 until each in-
terface converges to a single facility, or until a timeout
set for searching expires. To illustrate the execution of
our algorithm consider the example in Figure 5. Using
trace 1 and by comparing the common facilities between
AS A and IXP we find that the interface A.1 is located
in Facility 2 or Facility 5. Similarly, using trace 2 and
by comparing the common facilities between AS A and
AS B we find that the interface A.3 is located in Facility
1 or Facility 2. To further narrow the potential facil-
ities where the interfaces A.1 and A.3 are located, we
de-alias the collected interfaces and map the resulting
router to the intersection of the candidate facilities for
each interface. At the end of this process we infer that
the interfaces A.1 and A.3 are located in facility 2.
4.3 Facility search in the reverse direction
So far we have located the peering interconnections
from the side of the peer AS that appears first in the
outgoing direction of the traceroute probes. In some
cases, due to the engineering approach to interconnec-
tion (i. e., private cross-connect), it is expected that the
second peer (the other side of the interconnection) is
in the same facility or building. Furthermore, in many
cases of public peering interconnections over IXPs, the
unresolved peer is connected to only a single IXP facil-



















Figure 6: Toy example to illustrate the execution of the
Switch Proximity Heuristic (Section 4.4) to infer the
interconnection facility of the peer at the far end of an
IXP peering link when the peer is connected in more
than one IXP facility.
ity. However, in remote peering, tethering and public
peering at IXPs where the second peer is connected at
multiple facilities, the two peers can be located at dif-
ferent facilities. For example, in Figure 5 the CFS algo-
rithm will infer the facility of A.1’s router but not the
facility of IX.1’s router. This outcome arises because
traceroute replies typically return from the ingress, black,
interface of a router and therefore do not reveal the
router’s exgress, white, interfaces.
To improve our visibility, Steps 1–4 can also be re-
peated in the reverse paths, if we have a monitor at the
side of the second peer. For many cases, but not all,
this reverse search is possible, because we use a diverse
set of vantage points. But obtaining reverse paths using
the record route option and correlating traceroutes [38]
is not a general solution to the problem and cannot be
applied to interconnections with several popular content
providers.
4.4 Proximity Heuristic
As a fallback method to pinpoint the facility of the
far end interface, we use knowledge of common IXP
practices with respect to the location and hierarchy of
switches. We confirmed with operators via private com-
munication that networks connected to the same switch,
or connected to switches attached with the same back-
haul switch, exchange traffic locally and not via the
core switch. For example, consider the toy IXP setup
of Figure 6, over which AS A establishes a public peer-
ing with AS B. AS A will send its traffic to the router
of AS B in Facility 3 instead of Facility 4, because Facil-
ities 2 and 3 are connected on the same backhaul switch
(BH1), while Facilities 2 and 4 would need to exchange
traffic over the Core switch. Consequently, we develop
the switch proximity heuristic. For a public peering link
(IPA, IPIXP,B , IPB) for which we have already inferred
the facility of IPA, and for which IPB has more than
one candidate IXP facilities, we require that IPB is lo-
cated in the facility that is proximate to IPA.
Given that a detailed switch topology of an IXP is
not always available, we infer the proximity of the IXP
facilities through probabilistic ranking based on the IP-
to-facility mapping that we performed in the previous
steps. More specifically, for each IXP facility that ap-
pears at the near end of a public peering link (e.g. fa-
cility of A1 in Figure 5), we count how often it traverses
a certain IXP facility at the far end (facility of B1 in
Figure 5) whenever the far end has more than one can-
didate facility, and we rank the proximity of IXP facili-
ties using this metric. Based on the inferred proximities
we then try to determine the facilities of public peering
links for which we do not have traceroute paths from
the reverse direction. If we have pinpointed the facility
of the near-end peering router, we require that the far-
end router will be located in the most proximate facility
to the near-end router.
We validated inferences from the switch proximity
heuristic against ground-truth data from AMS-IX [1],
which provides both the interfaces of the connected mem-
bers and the corresponding facilities of those interfaces.
We executed an additional traceroute campaign from 50
AMS-IX members who are each connected to a single
facility of AMS-IX, targeting a different set of 50 AMS-
IX members who are each connected to two facilities.
We found that in 77% of the cases the switch proximity
heuristic finds the exact facility for each IXP interface.
When it fails, the actual facility is in close proximity
to the inferred one (e. g., both facilities are in the same
building block), which is because (per the AMS-IX web
site) the access switches are connected with the same
backhaul switch. Moreover, the heuristic cannot make
inferences when the potential facilities are connected at
the same backhaul or core switch. For example, for
traffic between AS B and AS D in Figure 6, we cannot
infer the facility of AS D because both facilities of AS
D have the same proximity to the facilities of AS B.
5. RESULTS
To evaluate the feasibility of our methodology, we
first launched an IPv4 traceroute campaign from differ-
ent measurement platforms targeting a number of im-
portant groups of interconnections, and tried to infer
their locations. We considered a number of popular con-
tent providers whose aggregated traffic is responsible for
over half the traffic volume in North America and Eu-
rope by some accounts [30, 51]: Google (AS15169), Ya-
hoo! (AS10310), Akamai (AS20940), Limelight (AS22822)
and Cloudflare (AS13335). For these networks we main-
tain a list of their IP prefixes via their BGP announce-
ments (in some cases a content provider uses more than
one ASN) as well as white lists that they make available
to avoid blocking by firewalls [17] or provided by previ-
ous studies [13]. We also collected a list of URLs they
deliver [8] that we can use for our traceroute campaigns.
If the traceroute targets are IPs, we made sure that we
used active IPs, relying on the list from ZMap [26] as
well as a ping immediately before finalizing the list. Be-
fore using any of the URLs, we checked that the URL
was available and delivered by the expected content de-
livery network.
Second, we considered four large transit providers
(the main ASN that they use to peer is in parenthesis)
with global footprints: NTT (AS2914), Cogent (AS174),
and Deutsche Telekom (AS3320), Level3 (AS3356) and
Telia (AS1299). We collected the list of all their peers
and augmented this list with the names of PoPs avail-
able on the four networks’ web sites. Again, we selected
one active IP per prefix for each peers.
In total we were able to map 9,704 router interfaces
to a single interconnection facility, after completing 100
iterations of CFS1. Figure 7 shows the number of it-
erations of the CFS algorithm needed for the collected
interfaces to converge to a single facility.
At the end of the first iteration we obtain the interface-
to-facility resolutions that correspond to peering ASes
with only a single common facility. Most remote peering
interconnections were resolved in step 2, as an outcome
of CFS changing the traceroute target to facilities that
are local to the remote peer. About 40% of the inter-
faces are resolved after the first 10 iterations, while we
observe diminishing returns after 40 iterations of the al-
gorithm. We defined the timeout at 100 rounds, after
which we managed to pinpoint 70.65% of the peering
interfaces. For about 9% of the unresolved interfaces
we were able to constrain the location of the interface
to a single city. We also study the convergence rate
when we use only a single platform for targeted mea-
surements, either RIPE Atlas or Looking Glasses. As
shown in Figure 7, RIPE Atlas infers two times more
interfaces per iteration when compared with Looking
Glasses. However, 46% of the interfaces inferred by the
Looking Glasses, many of which are located at the back-
bone of large transit provider, are not visible to the At-
las probes.
To put our convergence rate into context, we attempted
to geolocate the collected interfaces using DRoP [34],
a DNS-based geolocation technique that extracts ge-
ographically meaningful information from DNS host-
names, such as airport codes, city names, and CLLI
codes. From the 13,889 peering interfaces in our tracer-
oute data, 29% have no associated DNS record, while
55% of the remaining 9,861 interfaces do not encode any
geolocation information in their hostname. Ultimately,
we were able to geolocate only 32% of the peering inter-
faces using DNS geolocation. This percentage is smaller
than the first 5 iterations of the CFS algorithm, and it
provides more coarse-grained geolocation.
For 33% of the interfaces that were not resolved to a
facility, we did not have any facility information for the
AS that owns the interface address. To understand bet-
ter the effect of missing facility data on the fraction of
resolved interfaces, we executed CFS while iteratively
removed 1,400 facilities from our dataset in random or-
der and we repeated this experiment 20 times. As shown
in Figure 8, removing 850 facilities ( 50% of the total fa-
1Each iteration of the CFS algorithm repeats steps 2–4
as explained in section 4.2.





























Figure 7: Fraction of resolved in-
terfaces versus number of CFS it-
erations when we use all, RIPE At-
las, or LG traceroute platforms.
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Figure 8: Average fraction of un-
resolved interfaces, and interfaces
with erroneous facility inference by
iteratively removing 1400 facilities.













Figure 9: Fraction of ground truth locations
that match inferred locations, classified by
source of ground truth and type of link in-
ferred. CFS achieves 90% accuracy overall.



























































































































Figure 10: Number of peering interfaces inferred and distribution by peering type for a number of networks in our
study around the globe and per region.
cilities in our dataset) causes on average 30% of the pre-
viously resolved interfaces to become unresolved, while
when we remove 1,400 (80%) facilities 60% of the re-
solved interfaces become unresolved. Although, missing
facility data can significantly reduce the completeness
of the IP-to-facility resolution, even when removing a
large majority of the facilities in our dataset the com-
pleteness of CFS IP-to-facility mapping is comparable
to that of IP-to-city DNS-based geolocation.
Incomplete data can also affect the correctness of our
inferences. Missing facility information can cause the
CFS algorithm to incorrectly converge to a single fa-
cility, by cross-referencing incomplete datasets. For in-
stance, if in Figure 5 AS C is also present in Facility
5, then it is possible that the interfaces A.1 and A.2
are located in Facility 5 but the algorithm converges to
Facility 2 because it does not have this information. As
shown Figure 8, removing 500 (30%) of the facilities in
our dataset can cause 20% of the interfaces to converge
to a different facility (changed inference). Interestingly,
the number of removed facilities does not have a mono-
tonic relationship with the number of changed infer-
ences. Removing over 30% of the facilities violates one
of the requirements for the CFS to resolve an interface
to a facility, i.e., the existence of sufficient constraints
to narrow the search.
An interesting outcome of our measurements is that
39% of the observed routers were used to implement
both public and private peering. Although we cannot
generalize this finding since our traceroute campaign
did not aim an exhaustive discovery of peering intercon-
nections, the large fraction of the observed multi-role
routers implies that private and public peering inter-
connections often rely on the same routing equipment
and can have common points of congestion or failure.
Therefore, public and private peering interconnections
are more interdependent than previously believed. We
also find that 11.9% of the observed routers used to im-
plement public peering, are used to establish links over
two or three IXPs. As explained in section 3.1.1, an in-
terconnection facility can be used from more than one
IXPs as colocation points, therefore a router located in
a cross-IXP facility can be used to establish links with
peers across all the IXPs colocated at the same facility.
Importantly, this heterogeneity helps our algorithm to
resolve a higher number of interfaces to facilities, since
we can use a mix of IXPs and private peering facili-
ties to constrain the possible facilities for the multi-role
router interfaces.
In Figure 10 we present the total number of peering
interfaces per target AS and how they are distributed
in three major regions (Europe, North America, and
Asia). We are aware that there are different business
practices that may affect the inference and localization
of the interfaces in our study. For example, information
regarding facility locations and business relationships is
less transparent in the US than in Europe. We also
attribute differences due to the distribution of the van-
tage points we utilize in our study. For example, RIPE
Atlas probes have a significantly larger footprint in Eu-
rope than in Asia, thus, it is expected that we can infer
more interfaces in Europe. Regarding the qualitative
differences among different types of networks, it is pro-
nounced that CDNs establish a major fraction of their
peering interconnections over public peering fabric, in
contrast to Tier-1 networks. However, even among Tier-
1 networks we observe significant variance in peering
strategies.
6. VALIDATION
Due to its low-level nature, ground-truth data on in-
terconnection to facility mapping is scarce. We tried
to validate our inferences as extensively as possible by
combining four different sources of information:
Direct feedback: We obtained direct validation from
two of the CDN operators we used as targets for our
measurements. The operators offered validation only
for their own interfaces but not the facilities of their
peers due to lack of data. Overall, we validated 88%
(474/540) of our inferences as correct at the facility
level, and 95% as correct at the city level. Missing fa-
cilities from our colocation dataset were responsible for
70% of the wrong inferences.
BGP communities: AS operators often use the
BGP communities attribute to tag the entry point of a
route in their network. The entry point to the AS net-
work is at the near end of the peering interconnection,
for which we made facility inferences, meaning that the
communities attribute can be used as a source of valida-
tion. We compiled a dictionary of 109 community val-
ues used to annotate ingress points, defined by 4 large
transit providers. For our validation we use only data
from looking glasses that provide BGP and traceroute
vantage points from the same routers, to avoid path
disparities due to potential path diversity between dif-
ferent PoPs of an AS. We queried the BGP records of
addresses that we used as destinations in our tracer-
oute measurements, and we collected the communities
values attached to the BGP routes. Of the inferences
validated, we correctly pinpointed 76/83 (92%) of pub-
lic peering interfaces and 94/106 (89%) of cross-connect
interfaces.
DNS records: Some operators encode the facility of
their routers in the hostnames of the router interfaces.
For example the hostname x.y.rtr.thn.lon.z denotes
that a router is located in the facility Telehouse-North in
London. We compiled a list of naming conventions that
denote interconnection facilities from 7 operators in the
UK and Germany, and we confirmed with them that
the DNS records were current. Of the interfaces vali-
dated, we correctly pinpointed 91/100 (91%) of public
peering interfaces and 191/213 (89%) of cross-connect
interfaces.
IXP websites: A few IXPs list in their websites the
exact facilities and the IP interfaces where their mem-
bers are connected. We collected data from 5 large Eu-
ropean IXPs (AMS-IX, NL-IX, LINX, France-IX and
STH-IX) and compared them against our inferences.
AMS-IX and France-IX also distinguished between local
and remote peers. Although they provided the location
of their reseller, we used the data to verify that our
remote-peering inferences were correct. Of the inter-
faces validated, we correctly pinpointed 322/325 (99.1%)
of public peering interfaces correctly inferred 44/48 (91.7%)
of remote peers. The higher accuracy rate for this vali-
dation subset is explained by the fact that we collected
through the IXP websites complete facilities lists for the
IXPs and their members.
As shown in figure 9, the CFS algorithm correctly
pinpointed correctly over 90% of the interfaces. Impor-
tantly, when our inferences disagreed with the valida-
tion data the actual facility was located in the same city
as the inferred one (e. g., Telecity Amsterdam 1 instead
of Telecity Amsterdam 2).
7. RELATEDWORK
Several research efforts have mapped peering inter-
connections to specific regions using a variety of data
sources. Augustin et al. [10] used traceroute measure-
ments to infer peering interconnections established at
IXPs. Dasu [56] used BitTorrent clients as vantage
points to accomplish a similar mapping. Follow-up work
[32] used public BGP information from IXP route servers
to infer a rich set of additional peerings. The above
studies map interconnections to a specific city where
an IXP operates. Castro et al. [14] provided a delay-
based method to infer remote peerings of IXP mem-
bers, i. e., to infer which of the IXP members utilize
remote routers to exchange traffic. Giotsas et al. [31]
used BGP communities and information about mea-
surement vantage points to map interconnections at the
city level. Calder et al. [13] provided novel techniques
based on delay measurements to locate peerings and
points of presence of a large content provider at the city
level. A recent effort by Motamedi et al. [48] proposed
a methodology that combines public BGP data, and
geographically-constrained measurements in data plane
(targeted traceroute campaigns) and control plane (BGP
records from selective BGP-enabled looking glass servers)
for mapping the cross connects in commercial colocation
facilities. They demonstrated that it is feasible to accu-
rately localize the cross connects of all the tenants for
two target facilities they considered in their study.
Two other methods are widely used to infer the lo-
cation of an interconnection: reverse DNS lookup and
IP geolocation. A major problem with the first method
is that DNS entries are not available for many IP ad-
dresses involved in interconnections, including Google’s.
Furthermore, when a DNS entry exists, it is challeng-
ing to engineer the set of regular expression patterns to
infer the manual rules used by different providers. Fur-
thermore, many providers do not regularly maintain or
update DNS entries, thus, DNS entries may be mis-
leading [62, 29]. On the other hand, IP geolocation is
known for its inaccuracy, and studies have shown that
it can be reliable only at the country or state level [52,
35, 33]. Due to the inaccuracy of many geolocation
services, in some cases, e. g., Google, all IP addresses
of prefixes used for interconnection will map to Cali-
fornia, even when those IP addresses are clearly more
geographically distributed.
Another recent study [25] provides techniques to infer
all intra-ISP links at the point of presence (PoP) level
and discovered more nodes and links than was previ-
ously possible with network layer measurements [58].
Given a physical location, this probing technique maps
the collected IP interfaces to city-level PoPs using the
dataset in [24] to extract geolocation hints from DNS
hostname. While the focus of this study is not inferring
the location of peering interconnections, it provided use-
ful insights related to the design and execution of tracer-
oute campaigns. Research projects have also assembled
physical Internet maps of ISPs at the PoP level [42] and
of long-haul fiber-optic network in the U.S. [23].
8. CONCLUSION
The increasing complexity of interconnection hinders
our ability to answer questions regarding their physical
location and engineering approach. But this capability
– to identify the exact facility of a given interconnec-
tion relationship, as well as its method – can enhance
if not enable many network operations and research ac-
tivities, including network troubleshooting, situational
awareness and response to attacks, and many Internet
cartography challenges.
In this paper we presented a measurement-driven me-
thodology, called constrained facility search, to infer
the physical facility where a target interconnection oc-
curs from among all possible candidates, as well as the
type of interconnection used. Our process narrowed the
number of candidate facilities for a given interconnec-
tion to those consistent with other known interconnec-
tions involving the same routers. Eventually the mul-
tiple sources of constraints led to a small enough set
of possible peering locations that in many cases, it be-
came feasible to identify a single location that satisfied
all known constraints. We believe this is the first time
that these types of constraints have been used to infer
where an interconnection physically occurs. The ac-
curacy of our method (>90%) outperforms heuristics
based on naming schemes and IP geolocation.
We emphasize that discovery of all interconnections
in the Internet is a far-reaching goal; our method can
infer the location and type of given interconnections.
Nevertheless, by utilizing results for individual inter-
connections and others inferred in the process, it is pos-
sible to incrementally construct a more detailed map of
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